Introduction
After the end of Ramesside period, the Valley of the Kings was no longer utilized for royal burials. i) The security of burial, as has already been suggested, is the main reason the royal tombs are within the temple precinct.
ii) The placement of the royal burial within temple precinct seems not only physical, but also psychological.
The location seems to demonstrate the strong connection between the royal burial and the deity of the main temple itself. In this period, the Osirian cult was integrated with the primary deity of the temple throughout Egypt, so that the placement of the royal burial within the temple precinct may be explained as a reflection of this phenomenon. By being buried near the deity, the deceased could have united with or have been protected by the main god of the temple. It may have been the privilege of the king, other royal family members and high officials during the Third Intermediate and Late periods.
Royal Necropolis at Tanis(5)
The royal cemetery at Tanis contained a group of six tombs: the burials of kings Psusennes, Osorkon II, Amenemope and Shoshenq III, in addition to a lesser co-regent king named Shoshenq-Hekakheperre (II?) and a number of royal families and high officials. The effectiveness of locating the royal cemetery in the temple precinct as a means of security is revealed by the wealth of spectacular funerary equipment from these tombs. Apart from amulets and jewelry of gold, there are the superb silver coffins of Psusennes and ShoshenqHekakheperre; the latter with a remarkable falcon-headed mask. Within the coffins were separate golden masks. In the tomb chambers, there were highly decorative vessels in gold and silver in addition to more mundane items such as shabtis, stone vases and weapons. The main decorations of the walls of the tomb chambers are scenes from solar and Osirian mythological cycles. These scenes are the mixtures of that which was traditional for royal tombs in the New Kingdom from "Book of that which is in the Netherworld,(6)" "Book of the Earth,(7)" and "Book of Day and Night(8)". However, there also appear scenes from the collection of spells known as the "Book of the Dead(9)", which was previously considered appropriate only in private tombs.
The necropolis is located in the southwest corner of the great enclosure wall, which had been an ordinary cemetery of the poor inhabitants toward the end of the Ramesside Period(10). The tomb structure consists of limestone and granite, reusing older stonework throughout. The dimensions of this tomb complex are 50m by 60m. In the tomb of Psusennes, beside the twin chambers for the king and queen, there is an ante-hall with side chambers eventually occupied by the other Tanite royalty and grandees, which is almost a collective burials(11). These tombs are sunk below ground level and there were no remains of the superstructure when P. Montet excavated there. However, Stadelmann speculated that there were superstructures over the royal tombs at Tanis. First, the massive size of the roofing of the infrastructure appeared to be designed to support some structure. Second, said Stadelmann, without any above-ground building, adding new burials would require continual re-digging to determine the location of old burials.(12) In contrast, Kitchen mentions that "the brick work foundation east of the tomb may have belonged to a funerary chapel of the king; but his cult may have been integrated with that of the main temple of Amun.(13)"
Recent reexamination by a French Mission led by Phillip Brissaud has changed our picture of the royal necropolis at Tanis.(14) It has also shown how intensively this area is being examined, since a previously unknown tomb has been discovered. According to Brissaud, the royal necropolis seems to have been destroyed when Osorkon II appropriated an earlier monument in order to make it into his own tomb. A group of shabtis belonging to Osorkon II was also uncovered by the reexamination. He suggested that during the first half of the XXIInd Dynasty or slightly earlier, various installations were constructed around the royal tombs: large spaces were crossed by mud brick walls, with paving made of a sort of mosaic of broken mudbricks. Both the paving and the walls were covered by layers of ash. These structures rest directly on the gezirah and over the burials from earlier cemeteries. The core of the XXIst Dynasty cemetery seemed to adjoin a sandy spur, sloping steeply down to the southwest. Brissaud mentions that Shoshenq III constructed his own tomb at the level of roofs of existing royal tombs, and leveled the area by filling the south-western corner of the temple precinct, using sand and various types of soil. On this surface, Sheshonq III built an enormous structure of unbaked mudbricks (measuring almost 100m east-west) surrounding the complex of royal tombs, which he had no hesitation in rearranging internally. Brissaud concluded that the tombs of several missing pharaohs must have disappeared in the course of the alterations made to the funerary complex. As for the superstructure of the royal tombs at Tanis, there is no sufficient evidence to prove the existence of the superstructure.
In fact, the brick walls of the XXIInd Dynasty existed on roofs of the royal tomb complex, but knowing what they correspond to is difficult.
However, a libation table of Psusennes (15) Recently, an expedition from the University of Toronto, directed by Donald Redford, uncovered the site of the royal necropolis of the XXIX Dynasty at Mendes.(19) The Toronto excavations have clarified its architectural context and yielded several hundred fragments of limestone reliefs, including scenes from the "Book of that which is in the Netherworld," khekher frieze patterns and the name of a little-known king of the XXIX Dynasty, Neferites I. A sarcophagus still remains at this site. The expedition concluded that the sarcophagus belonged to king Neferites I; The fragments of limestone reliefs are from the tomb-chapel of the tomb of Neferites I which might have been destroyed during the Persian invasion in 343 B.C. It was probably not the only royal funerary monument in this area.
This new discovery contributes to a clearer idea of the form of the royal tombs in the Late period as described by Herodotus. The royal necropolis at Mendes is also located, as Herodotus described for Sais, within the temple precinct, and the royal tombs were covered by brick or stone chapels. Herodotus mentioned that the royal tomb "is also within the temple court; it is a great colonnade of stone, richly adorned, the pillars of which are wrought in the form of palm trees". This description seems quite consistent with the tomb of Neferites I of the XXIX Dynasty. Further investigation will contribute to a more accurate description of the royal tomb of the Late period.
Royal tombs at Medinet Habu
The Tomb of Harsiese (20) The tomb of Theban king Harsiese, probably a son of the Tanite king Shoshenq-Hekakheperre, (21) is located within the temple of Medinet Habu in Thebes. More specifically, his tomb is situated just outside the enclosure wall of the small temple of Amun called "Holiest of Places," which at this time was greatly revered because it was identified with the "mound of Djeme".(22) According to Holscher, any remains of the tomb's superstructure had disappeared by the Ptolemaic period, but a single stone bearing the name of Harsiese, reused in an uninscribed gate in the enclosure wall, may come from his tomb. (23) Further, the priestly title of contemporary documents refers to the name of the tomb chapel of Harsiese as "The House of Harsiese". (24) This evidence may indicate that there was a superstructure over the burial chamber. The subterranean structure itself consists of a small burial chamber, an antechamber, and a shallow passage accessing the burial. The walls of the subterranean structure are sandstone that derived for the most part from the destroyed buildings of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu (25) . Harsiese was interred at the bottom of a granite sarcophagus which had been taken from the tomb of Ramesses II's sister, Henumire, and supplied with a lid which bore the head of a falcon, just as did the coffins of his father, Shoshenq-Hekakheperre at Tanis. Usurpation was thus practiced here just as in the royal tombs at Tanis. Fazzini speculates that since Sokar or Sokar-Osiris could be falcon headed or falcon shaped, these falcon headed coffins and sarcophagi were intended to link their owners with that important funerary deity (26) . The striking similarity of this funerary material with that of the royal burials at Tanis may indicate the same character of burial custom. The burial of Theban king Harsiese may reflect the same royal burial custom both, physically and psychologically in this period practiced also in the Northern realm of the kingdom.
Tomb-chapels of the Divine Adoratresses of Amun (27) The tomb-chapels of the divine adoratresses of Amun (28) at Medinet Habu are the best-preserved remains among the tombs within the temple precinct. These are the tomb-chapels of the divine adoratresses of Amun of the XXV and XXVI Dynasties and a queen of the XXVI Dynasty.
The tomb-chapels inside the great temple enclosure, facing to the small temple of Amun, Mound of Djeme, but standing side by side along the processional way to the Mortuary temple of Ramesses III.(29) The surviving chapels are built of stone and exhibit the same imitation of temple architecture noted previously in this class of building. The main components of the chapels are a pylon entrance, an open forecourt and a vaulted sanctuary, below which lay the burial chamber in a shallow pit. Stadelmann (30) assumed that superstructures of similar types must have covered the burial chambers of the XXI and XXII Dynasty kings at Tanis and those of the XXVI Dynasty at Sais. However, on the basis of the discussion above it is not likely that the same type of superstructure covered all of these royal tombs.
The four chapels belong to Kushite and Saite divine adoratresses, Shepenwepet I, Amenirdis I, Nitocris, Shepenwepet II, and Ankhnes-Neferibre, along with Queen Mehetenusekhet. They are all connected by doorways and arranged chronologically from east to west. Each chapel has a shallow pit under the cult room, but the bodies and funerary equipment of the adoratresses were not found. Perhaps the burials were plundered in the Ptolemaic period, during which some of the sarcophagi from these chapels were removed for reuse. Two rock-cut pits at Deir el-Medina contained the sarcophagi of Nitocris and Ankhnes-Neferibre. (31) The superstructures of the chapels of Shepenwepet I and that of AnkhnesNeferibre have almost totally disappeared.(32) In the chapels of Amenirdis, Shepenwepet II, Nitocris and Mekhetenusekhet, the superstructure is built of stone with elaborate relief decoration, which shows the owner in religious scenes. The main decoration(33) of these chapels primarily shows the scenes of a divine adoratress performing offerings or funerary rites to various deities as well as to the deceased divine adoratresses. Especially interesting are the scenes of consecrating "choice cuts" and of performing "foundation rituals", activities once reserved mainly for kings, which were usually represented in their mortuary temples. Further, old funerary texts such as Pyramid texts and appeals to the living for invocation offerings are used. The chapels of Shepenwepet II, Nitocris and Mehetenusekhet, which have unusual forms resulting from addition, are also decorated with scenes similar to those in the tomb chapel of Amenirdis.
Let us now consider the location of the tombs of Harsiese and the divine adoratresses at Medinet Habu. As stated above, they are located near the small temple of Amun, which at this time was worshiped as the Mound of Djeme, the tomb or cenotaph for primordial forms of Amun and Osiris. From the literary name "The Genuine Mound of the West," this holy place probably conveys the notion that the original creation and the rebirth of the dead in the Theban necropolis were linked. Inscriptions from the XXIst Dynasty reveal that every ten days the image of Amun of Opet was brought across the Nile to visit this temple. Through offerings to the divine ancestors and a union between the reigning god and his predecessors, new power came to both the god and the king. There were no depictions of these rituals at Medinet Habu, but related scenes are preserved at Karnak in the Lake Edifice of Taharga. and shows almost the same burial features as that of Tanis. The tomb is located in the vicinity of the small temple of Amun, which, being venerated as "the mound of Djeme", was identified with Amun and Osiris as well. I propose that the burial of Harsiese was integrated with that of Amun, the divine ruler of Thebes. Through his burial near the mound of Djeme, Harsiese could have united with the deities there. The tomb chapels of the divine adoratresses of Amun were also located near the small temple of Amun. Their location can be explained in the same way as the location of the tomb of Harsiese.
During the Third Intermediate and the Late periods, the Osirian emphasis was expanded at the great temple of Amun in Karnak. As mentioned above, the Lake Edifice of Taharqa is regarded as a substitute cult place for the rites of the mound of Djeme, thereby eliminating the need for a large procession back and forth across the Nile. Another Osirian-related monument in Karnak, the chapel of Osiris Heqa-Djet (ruler of eternity), is one of the first of the small chapel temples of Osiris built at Karnak in the Third Intermediate and Late periods. Traunecker suggests that the Osiris Heqa-Djet might have had the same function as Taharqa's Lake Edifice. Furthermore, other small temples of Isis and Osiris located with the Heqa-Djet chapel are considered to be associated with the "great mound of the god Wese (Thebes)", which is identified as a tomb of Osiris in the Karnak temple. (38) Osirian-related cults within the temple precinct also can be seen outside of Thebes. In Sais there exists the tomb of Osiris in the shrine of Osiris-Hemag, which is an integral part of the temple of Neith, the main god of the city. Saite kings of the XXVI dynasty were buried in tombs in the same area within the temple enclosure wall. However, there is little to be seen of these monuments in Sais today. I speculate that the royal tomb at Tanis may also have had the same funerary practice, in which Amun and Osiris promised the deceased king with eternal life.
Temple burials are also attested from the tombs of other royal family members and high officials in this period, who probably benefited from the same custom as did the king. In Leontopolis, the seat of the XXIIIrd Dynasty, Queen Kama, the wife of Osorkon II, and other royal family members were buried in tombs within the temple precinct. 
